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Cats Have Them 
 
Before I begin the really serious part of the sermon, I just need to know this:  
how many of us gathered here today live with cats?  Now, for the rest of 
you, my message may be a little more difficult to relate to--but for we who 
live with cats, I can almost guarantee we will get the point quickly.  Perhaps 
it will help if we just remember this common definition of the basic 
difference between cats and dogs:  Dogs have masters; Cats have servants. 
 
Servants.  Yes, cats definitely have them.  Awakened by the cries--or the 
scratching at the door--or perhaps the determined jumping on the bed, we are 
up at the crack of dawn (or perhaps even before) for the first meal 
preparation and the ceremonial opening of the cat door, then available 24/7 
for being sat upon with purring delight, or perhaps just ignored as though we 
are quite unimportant until the next meal is due.  Such is the life of a servant.  
Some of us even feel more like slaves, but we can’t really claim to be 
entrapped or unrewarded in our relationship with these beautiful enigmatic 
animals who have never quite lost the psychic memory that once in ancient 
times they were worshipped as Gods.  I note that it is statistically proven that 
cat owners are happier than the general population, and that petting a purring 
cat significantly lowers our blood pressure. 
 
The difference between ’servant’ and ’slave’ is important, though, perhaps 
especially for this occasion.  We think we know the difference, and yet the 
two concepts do get mixed up. This was not such a problem in centuries 
past, but now that the institution of slavery has officially almost been 
banished from human society the confusion between the two has actually 
increased.   
 
As a basis for our consideration, though, I think the following principles 
might be appropriate: 
 Slaves are owned; servants are free persons. 
 Slaves exist at the whim of owners and are usually considered as lesser 

beings; servants are respected as people who have a particular role in 
human economy. 

 Slaves get no reward except basic physical needs such as food and 
shelter; servants are paid. 



 

 

In New Testament Greek, the most common word for ’slave’ is 
δουλοσ with the connotation of abject subservience. However, in a literary 
or figurative sense, δουλοσ is sometimes also used as a kind of exaggerated 
or ultimate expression of service, even service to God.  Likewise the most 
common New Testament Greek word for ‘servant’ is διακονοσ, and while 
it usually carries a meaning of a free person who has a fairly high 
responsible role of service within a household, in a literary sense it too can 
take an exaggerated or ultimate meaning of ministry, even the ministry of 
Christ.  You can understand that the trick for translators is to rightly decide 
when the words take their common or ordinary meanings and when they 
might have the higher meaning; sometimes we probably all get it wrong.  
But we at least should be clear that the two words are not inter-changeable, 
but rather present a scale or range of meaning all the way from menial 
subservient tasks to the most highly-regarded important work of ministry--
depending, of course, on the theological and literary context. 
 
In Mark’s gospel Jesus is quoted as using forms of both δουλοσ and 
διακνονοσ in the very same sentence to describe the kind of self-giving and 
egalitarian lives the disciples should have:   
 “…whoever wishes to become great among you must be your servant, 
 and whoever wishes to first among you must be slave of all.”   
  [Mark 10.43-44]  
I’m certain this is a case of pointing towards the ultimate meaning of 
ministry, including Jesus’ own ministry.  Matthew’s version of this same 
speech is almost identical; Luke could be said to ‘dilute’ the power of its 
meaning by failing to use any form of δουλοσ, and John does not include 
this incident at all.  Could it be that in less than a century of Christian 
experience--from Mark’s early writing to John’s later work--ministry was 
already being separated from service?  I think so.  I think all the later 
confusion the church has had about ministry has its roots in this very 
separation--to the point that now there are few among us who can even 
speak coherently about what we’re doing here today in the rite of ordination.  
We feel it’s important; it’s something that holds us within the traditions of 
the world-wide church; it’s special and intrinsically beautiful:  But what 
does it really mean? 
 
Twenty-five years ago my classmates and I at San Francisco Theological 
Seminary were getting our ‘Profiles’ together for the all-important task of 
finding a job and thus crossing that final hurdle in the ordination process.  



 

 

These documents were then sent to a national church office for distribution 
all over the US (and in my case, to Australia as well) to congregations 
looking for a minister.  Within the document the ‘Statement on Ministry’ 
was regarded as the central opportunity to express our theology of ministry 
and, in a sense, make our case for ordination.  At the close of his statement, 
my friend Doug Counsell (and I have his permission to tell this story) 
accidentally wrote this: 
 “In my work I want to live out the ministry of Christ:  
 I come not to serve but to be served.” 
Yes, you heard that right.  Poor Doug had completely inverted the words and 
meaning of Jesus’ words.  Doug confessed to us at a class meeting what had 
happened, and there was some laughter and some not-very-gentle teasing 
about his having made one of those proverbial Freudian slips--because he 
did actually have a tendency to arrogance.  But then I thought to ask, “When 
did you discover your mistake?”  He answered, “Not until after the national 
office sent my Profile to 182 congregations!”  Well, fortunately, there were a 
lot of people out in those congregations who had a sense of humour and a 
forgiving spirit, and The Reverend Doug Counsell became a very fine 
minister indeed.  
 
But we all need to get this right:  ministry is service, and service is ministry.  
About this I want to say the predictable three things--that’s supposedly as 
much as we can be expected to remember from any one sermon: 
 
Firstly, this does not mean any individual or group’s service to the church 
but rather the whole church’s service to God.  We used to speak of clergy as 
‘Men of God’ (they were all men then).  That terminology is hardly ever 
used now--and not just because people had trouble coping with the 
possibility that there could also be ‘Women of God.‘  Rather we have 
steadfastly moved away from the concept of ministers as servants of God to 
ministers as servants (indeed employees) of the church, and this 
secularisation and professionalisation of ministry is a travesty and a tragedy.  
Ministry is the whole church’s service to God. 
 
Secondly, within the Church, our ministry is properly expressed in our 
service not merely to each other but to the world.   This is not to say that our 
care for each is unimportant because it is, of course.  But we have become 
champion navel-gazers over the years, ever more focussed on our own 
institutional survival than on the peace, justice and well-being of the world.  
We shy away from conflict, resist change, side-step controversy, refuse to 



 

 

make any really difficult choices or decisions, hold dearly to our sense of 
superiority over other forms of human experience, and obsess about 
trivialities while neglecting necessities. Committees have replaced 
community.  And yet we wonder why some say the church is dying? Jesus 
said he would “give his life as a ransom for many.”  [Mark 10.45]  Will the 
Church do that?  Our ministry is properly expressed in our service to the 
world.  
 
And thirdly, this calling--this commitment to service--is the essential work of 
all Christians and is only particularly symbolised, defined and personified in 
ordained ministers. Again, this is not to say that ordained ministers are 
unimportant; against all contemporary practice, in fact, I actually think 
ordained ministers are absolutely necessary.  But we need to be clear about 
why and what for, and it’s not just to make sure that somebody is employed 
to keep the church going. The really essential purpose of ordained ministry 
is to symbolise, define and personify the ministry of Christ, which is life-
giving service.  For those of us who still like to get ’dressed up’ in albs and 
stoles it is because these garments themselves are the traditional wear of 
household servants in first-century Rome--nothing more and nothing less 
than that.  In our persons, even in the way we dress, we are meant to be 
icons of Christ.  Or, in the wisdom of my current favourite TV drama, 
Downton Abbey:  “A good servant at all times maintains a sense of pride and 
dignity that reflects the pride and dignity of the person we serve.”  Ministry 
is the essential work of all Christians and is symbolised, defined and 
personified in ordained ministers. 
 
Before us today we have a person who I know understands these things:  a 
man who says he spent most of his 56 years running away from God’s call 
on his life but now embraces it with fervour; a man who knows the 
challenges, risks and heavy responsibility of ministry--and knows its 
rewards as well; a man for whom Saturdays used to be dedicated to sport 
rather than sermon-writing--and yet accepted that change with grace; a man 
for whom Sunday is now and always will be the best day of the week; a 
‘man of God;’ a servant. 
Servants: cats have them.  And, thank God, so do we. 
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